COCKTAILS

PAPER PLANE $17
MONTENEGRO, BULLEIT, APEROL
Bright, Refreshing, Exhilarating

TONY’S NEGRONI $15
FORDS GIN, PUNT E MES, CAMPARI
Tart, Classic, Vibrant

SOUTH OF FRANCE $19
SUZE, YELLOW CHARTREUSE, DIPLOMATICO RUM
Light, Savory, Playful

VESPER $18
ROKU GIN, HAKU VODKA, LILLET
Fragrant, Botanical, Robust

FOR MARTITA $19
ILEGAL MEZCAL, CHAREAU, EGG WHITE
Savory, Velvety, Aromatic

SPEZIA $18
CHOPIN, JALAPENO TINCTURE, CUCUMBER
Spicy, Refreshing, Clean

COLONEL CARPANO $18
CYNAR, CARPANO ANTICA, AMADOR DOUBLE BARREL
Rustic, Bitter, Confident

SHINJORI’S WALK $22
YAMAZAKI 12 YR, JASMINE, MINT
Gentle, Soothing, Cleansing

CLARIFIED ‘MILK PUNCH’ $20
YELLOW ROSE WHISKEY, SAUTERNES, TEXAS CITRUS
Silky, Sneaky, Inviting